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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
Though the academic year
is coming to an end, this
summer is sure to bring
exciting new opportunities
for Student Agencies and
SAF. I look forward to
reconnecting with alumni
during Reunion weekend, held in Ithaca from
June 6 to 9. The annual 8-week summer
incubator program Life Changing Labs,
sponsored by SAF to help Cornell students
kickstart their companies, begins on June 10th.
Additionally, Student Agencies subsidiary Big
Red Shipping and Storage hit their peak season
this May and Campus Promotions is currently
beginning their peak for their two print
publications. SAI?s newest agency, Student
Agencies Tutoring, will also be launching its
inaugural Summer Academy.

I am excited for all the activity and
opportunity that this summer holds.

This edition of the eNews will include:
-

-

An Introduction to Chief Technology
Officer, Sim on Olsch an sk y ('21)
An Alumni Spotlight on Nadia
M u h am m ad (?19)
An eLab spotlight on Sm ar t Rest
A special feature on the first annual
St u den t Ru n Bu sin ess Associat ion
Con f er en ce
An announcement about the
upcoming 125t h Year SAF Reu n ion
Even t

Sincerely,
M ich ael Kar an gelen (?90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation

ALUMNIUPDATES
-

Dou g M azlish (En gin eer in g ?86), former
Big Red Shipping and Storage manager,
started a new position as Senior Vice
President of Strategic Alliances and
Business Operations at Equip

Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are
an SAI, eLab, or LCL alumnus doing something
new, please let us know here.

.

ANINTRODUCTIONTOSIMON
OLSCHANSKY('21),CHIEF
TECHNOLOGYOFFICER
Chief Technology Officer Sim on Olsch an sk y
(En gin eer in g '21) from Phoenix, AZ, is a
sophomore in
the College of
Engineering
pursuing a
degree in
Material
Science. Outside
of SAI, Simon
leads an active
lifestyle and
loves hiking and
exercising in
general. He also
has a passion

for music and plays the guitar.
Simon transferred to Cornell his
sophomore year from Arizona State
University in pursuit of a more robust
Material Science program. He quickly
became friends with most of the fellow
transfer students in the College of
Engineering, which was how he originally
learned about SAI. After attending several
information sessions, Simon decided to
apply to be the Chief Technology Officer, as
he was fascinated by the intersection
between business and engineering that
characterizes this position. He was also
drawn to the position as he was looking to
branch out in general and seek more
opportunities to become well-rounded.
Another aspect of SAI that Simon
appreciates is the entrepreneurial
atmosphere. As the son of an entrepreneur,
Simon has loved the innovation and

problem-solving aspects of entrepreneurship
for as long as he can remember. His
entrepreneurial drive has served him well as
CTO, where his main challenge is finding
unique solutions to meet the technical needs of
each of the agencies. A large part of his
position as CTO is trial and error and learning
as he goes. While this process has been
painstaking, it has also been one of his favorite
parts about his role as CTO in addition to the
marketing aspect of the role. Simon has
enjoyed working with the different agencies,
particularly Big Red Shipping and Storage and
Student Agencies Tutoring, to roll out new
digital marketing strategies and platforms.

One of Simon?s biggest accomplishments so far
this year was integrating the different agencies?
Google AdWords and Facebook Business
Manager accounts into one cohesive platform.
In addition, he has been an integral part of the

development of Student Agencies Tutoring,
helping them get their first couple of clients.
Looking forward, Simon envisions even
more growth of digital marketing for SAI. He
is also quite excited to start expanding
market and consumer research for all the
agencies, especially as Campus Promotions
has begun to integrate this into their
services.

SAI ALUMNISPOTLIGHT:
NADIAMUHAMMAD('19)
Picking up her edition of the 2019 Cornellian
Yearbook was a powerful feeling for Nadia
M u h am m ad (A&S ?19), former Business Manager
of the 2018 Cornellian. For the first time, she was
on the other side of the sale, taking away a piece
of her history at Cornell and understanding the
sentimental significance of the Cornellian not just
from the business manager ?s perspective, but
from the customer ?s perspective as well. As Nadia
prepares to graduate from Cornell with a degree
in economics in just a few short weeks, she has
taken time to reflect upon her experience at
Cornell and her work at Student Agencies, which
has profoundly impacted her life and her own
professional career path.
Like many other general managers, Nadia first
heard about SAI through friends who worked
there and strongly encouraged her to apply. As an
economics major, Nadia had gained a strong

understanding of theoretical markets through
academics but wanted a more robust footing in
business. She joined a business fraternity that
greatly contributed to her networking and
personal development, but
she still craved more
practical business
knowledge and saw no
better opportunity than a
chance to run a business
on her own. However, she
did not have a specific agency in particular that
she felt especially compelled to apply for??
upon learning more about the prospect of
running a business while at Cornell, Nadia just
knew that she wanted to be a part of SAI.
When she was offered a position with the
Cornellian, she initially had doubts about the
creative demands of the role, but soon realized
that her role was more operational and ended
up fitting her skillset extremely well. One of
Nadia?s favorite aspects of working for SAI was
the leadership structure. She loved the
dynamic across the different subsidiaries, as all

student managers were on equal footing but
shared tremendous responsibility. Nadia also
highlighted the joy she felt upon finally receiving
the shipment of finished yearbooks after having
worked over months to create the product. The
experience of crafting and producing a story for
others to buy into opened her eyes to brand
management, introducing her to a career path
she didn?t know existed.
Nadia realized she wanted to pursue a career
in branding and interned in hospitality brand
management at a design firm in Washington,
DC, where she is originally from following her
time at SAI. Her internship mostly entailed
managing brand aesthetics, but she wanted a
more strategic role in brand development like
the one she held at the Cornellian. This year she
will begin her position as an assistant brand
manager at Proctor & Gamble. Nadia will
primarily be working on P&G?s feminine care
brand Always, where she?ll get to focus not just
on brand aesthetics but strategy and hard data.
She looks forward to working with such a
well-developed brand that has been established

for decades and is in the hands of millions of
women every single day. The nature of consumer
packaged goods branding is changing quickly
and she is excited for the challenge of adapting
the image of the brand to remain relevant for the
next generation of women. Nadia is also looking
forward to working on a team again as that was
something she really loved about SAI. Working
together towards a common goal and purpose of
promoting a product brought her closer with her
co-managers at SAI and she can?t wait to become
a part of the team at P&G. Along with teamwork,
the organization and communication skills she
acquired as manager of the Cornellian will
undoubtedly serve Nadia well in her role at P&G.
Knowing how to handle different stakeholders,
innovate, and communicate her ideas
deliberately will also put her at an advantage as
she further establishes herself in brand
management.

INTRODUCTIONTOELAB
STARTUP:SMARTREST
SmartRest is an eLab startup aiming to transform
the nature of healthcare for bedridden and elderly
individuals. Founded by Pau lin a Villacr eces (M Sc
'19) a graduate student in the College of Human
Ecology studying Design and Environmental
Analysis, the device is an innovative solution to
preventing pressure ulcers in bedridden patients,
especially the elderly.
Paulina was inspired to found SmartRest after
witnessing firsthand how difficult it was to provide
adequate care to those suffering from pressure
ulcers. In 2016, her grandmother was afflicted
with a pressure ulcer that required an entire year
of treatment and almost constant care. This
inspired Paulina to begin researching the issue
more deeply. Her main finding was that most
bedridden patients have to be manually turned
and repositioned by nurses at least every two

hours, which can take a great toll on patients
and caregivers alike. Seeing the need for a
better solution in the market, Paulina knew she
wanted to create something that could alleviate
this problem and be used across hospitals,
assisted living facilities, and in the comfort of
patients?homes. She designed SmartRest, a bed
overlay device that provides smart technology
that can detect and reduce areas in the body
that have high pressure and automatically
readjust patients accordingly.
SmartRest was originally Paulina?s thesis
project, but she started looking for
entrepreneurial opportunities that would help

her take SmartRest to the next level. After
participating in the "Whole Human Healthcare
Innovation Challenge" by the Cornell Institute
for Healthy Futures and taking a short course
instructed by eLab Managing Director Ken
Rother, she decided she wanted to apply for a
spot in the 2018-2019 eLab Cohort. Since
officially joining eLab in the fall, the program
has been instrumental to the development of
SmartRest, especially with respect to their
customer discovery process. Through the
resources and funding provided by eLab,
SmartRest has expanded their customer
segment to focus on not just elderly patients,
but bedridden individuals who struggle with
mobility as well. eLab has helped her navigate
the extensive trial and error process for
SmartRest, which is a typical challenge for most
new medical devices. She is continuing to
refine the prototype, trying out different
materials and mechanisms for the product.
Another eLab resource for SmartRest has been

access to insight from lead entrepreneurs
and innovators in the medical technology
field. Paulina had the chance to attend the
2018 LeadingAge Conference as well as the
Pressure Ulcer Summit, where she gained a
better understanding of how to approach
the health needs of her target consumers.
She has also learned a great deal about
marketing, branding, and other key aspects
of entrepreneurship from several keynote
speakers and bootcamps throughout the
eLab program. Paulina is currently in the
process of applying to several incubator
programs and seeking funding to begin
manufacturing the product. She is looking
forward to conducting her pilot study of
SmartRest with older adults this summer
both at Cornell and at a local retirement
facility. More broadly, Paulina is excited to
further develop SmartRest over the next
several months and eventually make a great
impact in the lives of patients.

SPECIALFEATURE:STUDENT-RUN
BUSINESSASSOCIATIONCONFERENCE

Student Agencies Foundation was a lead sponsor
of the first annual St u den t Ru n Bu sin ess
Associat ion (SRBA) Con f er en ce held this spring
at Harvard University. Student Agencies is a
founding member of the SRBA, which was
formally established this March with a mission
statement of providing ?the resources and
pathways for student-run business programs to
grow and best support their student
entrepreneurs.?

Kyle Kar n es (En gin eer in g ?91), CEO of SAI,
is serving as the Chairman of the Board of
Directors of the SRBA, playing a leading role
in its development. Other founding members
include Harvard Student Agencies (HSA), The
Corp (Georgetown University), Blue & Gold
Ventures (Marquette), Loyola Limited, Student
Holdings (Northwestern University), Penn
Student Agencies (PSA), and Princeton Student
Agencies. SAI?s role as a founding member
provides a platform to serve as a mentor to
less established SRBs that are still developing.
The first SRBA conference provided a
phenomenal opportunity for like-minded
student-run business managers, presidents,
and alumni to hear from one another and
learn about each other ?s agencies through
engaging panels, workshops, and networking
sessions. In addition, there were several
keynote speakers in attendance who shared
their personal insights on entrepreneurship
and management.

Assistant Manager of Campus Promotions
Kaela Olsen (A&S ?22) remarked about the
conference, ?Being there surrounded by such
driven, ambitious, and motivated students was
really invigorating. The collaboration and
conversation between students who were facing
the same problems or running similar
businesses was really inspiring, and a lot of new
ideas came out of it. We all left the conference
with fresh perspectives, a sense of community
among like-minded students, and an exciting
revitalization.? Editor in Chief of the 2019
Cornellian Yearbook Gr ace Rief lin (CALS ?20)
gave her own presentation, sharing about how
the yearbook was first acquired from Cornell in
2007 and how SAI benefits from having the
Cornellian as a subsidiary. Speaking in front of
different SRBs that both did and did not have
yearbooks, it was interesting for her to capture a
mix of perspectives and to give her own advice
about how other agencies could go about
starting or acquiring their university?s yearbook
as a subsidiary. There were also several SAI

alumni that had the chance to speak on a panel.
2018 Director of Marketing Gabr ielle Zack y
(A&S ?18), 2018 Director of Strategy Zac
Goldm an (ILR ?18), and Tar a Sar k ar (CALS ?17),
Editor in Chief of the 2017 Cornellian Yearbook,
spoke about what they gained from SAI and how
their experiences have helped them so far as
they have graduated and moved on into to their
professional careers.
SAI managers and alumni alike had the privilege
of hearing from keynote speaker Andy
Cunningham, notable entrepreneur and
marketing executive. Andy spoke about her
fascinating career path and experience working
for Steve Jobs at a young age to market the
launch of the Apple Macintosh in 1984. She also
covered more foundational topics such as
marketing strategies and tools which will be
useful for student-run marketing subsidiaries
such as SAI?s Campus Promotions. Another
remarkable speaker was Larry Cheng, current
Managing Partner of venture capital firm Volition

Capital and Harvard Student Agencies alumnus.
Larry gave a keynote speech about providing
early funding for Chewy.com, a pet supply
ecommerce startup which eventually grew to a
valuation of $3.35 billion and was acquired by
PetSmart in the largest ecommerce acquisition
to date. His perspective about perseverance and
grit when running a business was especially
inspiring to all of the young professionals at the
conference.

SAF is proud to be a sponsor and founding
member of SRBA and is excited to further
expand the organization going forward.

125THYEARSAFREUNIONEVENT
ANNOUNCEMENT
125 years ago, Cornell undergraduate Seth
Higby started a humble laundry business that
has since grown into a multimillion-dollar
student-run corporation with subsidiaries
managing marketing, shipping, real estate, and
everything in between. Student Agencies
Foundation will be hosting a special event this
fall to commemorate the 125th year since
Student Agencies was first established in 1894.
To celebrate 125 years of entrepreneurship,
teamwork, and innovation, an Alumni Reunion
Event will be held that will likely coincide with
the Entrepreneurship at Cornell Summit
Conference being held this November in New
York City. More details are soon to follow.

